“A SENSE OF HISTORY”
A Recommend Reading List For Investors

“Extraordinary Popular Delusions & the Madness of Crowds”
Charles MacKay, LL.D.
First Published: 1841
Crown Trade Paperbacks, New York

“The ABC’s of Stock Speculation”
S.A. Nelson
First Published: 1903
Fraser Publishing Co., Burlington VT

“Reminiscences of a Stock Operator”
Edwin LeFevre
First Published: 1923
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York

“When To Sell for the ‘90’s - Inside Strategies for Stock Market Profits” Updated in 1994
Justin Mamis
First Published: 1929
Fraser Publishing Co., Burlington, VT

“The Battle for Investment Survival”
Gerald M. Loeb
First Published: 1935
Simon and Schuster, New York

“Technical Analysis of Stock Trends”
Robert D. Edwards & John Magee
First Published: 1948
John Magee Inc, Boston

“How Charts Can Help You in the Stock Market”
William L. Jiler
First Published: 1962
Fraser Publishing Co., Burlington, VT

“Manias, Panics and Crashes”
Charles P. Kindleberger
First Published: 1978
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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